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In the cockpit Captain Bright Makes sure everything works right. Wing flaps open. Wing flaps close.

Lights shine bright on tail and nose. Susanna Leonard Hill's rhythmic text and Ana Martin

Larranaga's simple but enticing art will take young readers on an exciting airplane ride! Kids can lift

the10 flaps throughout the book to make their flying and reading experience more fun! Fasten your

seatbelt and fly above the sky with this interactive book that's shaped like an airplane. This format is

perfect for young children who are going on a plane for the first to one-hundredth time!
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I bought this before a trip to Disneyworld. It was one of several books and toys I carried on the plane

to keep my 18 month old grandson occupied. It worked for a little while, but the lollypops and a box

of bandaids kept him busy longer. Now that we're back home, he's seems to be enjoying the book

more. We read it together and he likes looking under the flaps.

When I had first bought the book, I was about to leave on a flight with my 2 year old a few days later

and I thought it might be nice to have something explain to her whats going on. Not sure how much

she was able to process but she does really like this book it seems. The pictures are pretty good

quality and she likes playing with the flaps inside. She's already ripped one of the flaps after about a

week (which for her is par for the course) but otherwise the book seems like it should hold up well in

the long run. Older kids will probably get a lot more out of this but this isn't a buy I regret making

Our daughter loves her lift the flap books, so I had high hopes for this book when we traveled. She

got so frustrated when we read this book because there are so many things that look like they

should have flaps, but don't. The flaps that exist aren't even that exciting - a cloud turns to a rain

cloud?! The story is just ok- wish I'd spent the money on a different book.

I bought this book before Xmas as we were traveling across the country to visit family and it seemed

like a good book for the flights. I was wrong, this was a GREAT book. My son loved every word,

page and flap. He usually never sits through an entire book with so many words (he's 2). Fast

forward: we return from out trip and my son goes crazy tearing out the flaps to the point where it

can't be taped back. I honestly don't know how he did it as those flaps are really sturdy but the book

was so great that I decided to buy him a second copy which I normally wouldn't do.The only thing is

that some of the terminology is incorrect, so fair warning if your child is into aircrafts and knows the

difference between a plane an jet.

We bought this book for our almost 3 year old after we took a couple of flights. Our daughter is

fascinated by everything airplane and loves the easy to lift, durable, flaps. This book is very high

quality and I purchased a second to donate to our local library. I believe the flaps will survive being

loved by lots of kids.I think this book would be best for a younger child and would highly recommend

it for any child who loves airplanes!



I picked up Airplane Flight strictly because I went looking for an aviation-specific book with great

reviews. In some ways, this picks up whereÃ‚Â AirportÃ‚Â leaves off (another favorite), except that

they are *sooo* different in style.This book focuses on the flight of the airplane, versus what's going

on at the airport. As an aviation guy, I have to admit I'm a little disappointed in some of the little

details the illustrator got wrong, and I wish there was more than one movable flap per page -- heck, I

wish the book were just a page or two longer.But with kids books, mine isn't the opinion that counts.

Our two year old son excitedly grabs this book often, so I can forgive that there's not much "meat" to

the story since it's a quick read that leaves time for other stories.Best of all, the pages are heavy

duty card stock, and the flaps seem durable enough that I don't have too much concern when the

youngster wants to flip through the book on his own.

We can see the planes going up from my 20 months old son, so he learned to love planes, his first

word was "SSSssssSSSSSsss" and that is the sound that the planes make for him, so I found this

book here on , let me tell you that this was a hit with my son and my husband, it gives them "men's

time together (you know)" and it is the favorite of both at the moment of to share time reading, baby

seats in daddy's lap and he makes daddy read it again and again...My husband works very hard

and he doesn't want to miss anything about baby's development, I have been teaching him the love

for books, and it has been a great tool for daddy to create a good connection between him and his

son...I really recommend this book, it surprised me with the size (it is a big book), the illustration is

great, and the dynamic of the rhymes, the flaps and colors will take the attention and imagination of

your kid and yours.

This is one of my little one's favorite book. The flaps are fun.
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